Rhinestone garment design and production software that will have your customers...

OOOOOOOO’ing and AHHHHHH’ing

SignLab OOBling Pro, Rhinestone Decorating Made Easy

The boundaries of garment decorating are expanding daily. CADlink Technology Corporation, the world leader in developing software for this industry provides yet another leading edge software package that unleashes the creative capabilities of garment decoration using rhinestones and other heat transferred decorations.
Incredible Pre-packaged Font and Clipart Selection

Over 1300 decorative fonts to choose from including 35 single line fonts that enable the creation of rhinestone text in seconds!

Over 75 pieces of “ready to stone” vector clipart included in every OOBling package.
Design and Production Features: Get What You See!

Replace objects by rhinestones. Convert designs created in any other design applications into rhinestone patterns quickly and easily.

Realistic rhinestone preview that simulates your design as it will look following production.

Get all the details. Each design includes an automatic rhinestone piece count and costing feature that can be easily forwarded within a price quote to your customer.

Cover all the bases. Create design stencils on most popular vinyl cutters, engravers or laser cutting systems.

One smart system. Multi colored designs automatically sorted and stencils cut by color.

Mix and match printed images onto garments with rhinestones. Automated rhinestone outline creation around printed graphics.

Simplified Vectorization of Bitmaps. Easy step by step process that converts bitmap images into crisp. Clean vectors. Includes accurate centerline vectorization for quick application of rhinestone patterns.

Works well with others. Work easily with files created in other design applications. Includes quick short cut button that accepts files instantly from Corel Draw and .pdf support.

Dozens of special effect tools including outline shadow effects, fit text to any path or object and many, many others.
General Features
Seamless “Send to OOBling” plug-ins for Corel, Illustrator, Photoshop
New import filters including SVG, Gemmaster, convert to mono bitmap and vectorize
Anti Alias Screen Display
Job Notes Search Tool
Lasso Selection Tool
Set Default Notes Color
New-lock toolbar
Measure object Area
Create custom signblank shape
Select all bitmaps
Improved import/export filters incl. PSD, PS (export)
PDF import, link, publish and edit
Automatic presentation templates
Clip-art viewer
Grids and guides (vertical, horizontal, angled), lock guides
Multiple undo/redo and undo navigator
Pre-load color vinyl libraries/modify
Built-in TWAIN support
Scaling, sizing, fitting, alignment, flip
Arrays
Job notes/statistics
Lock/unlock graphics for editing
E-mail proofs

Cutting Tools
Decorative Cut
Cut preview
1 driver at a time
Plot spooling
Interactive tiling/paneling for printing & cutting
Cut sorting
Contour cut with auto-bleed
Multi cut passes for thick materials
Send & receive cut files across network
Production queue supports multi cutters on multiple ports
Auto-schedule and archive cut files

Design Tools
Parametric Spiral Tool
Winding Order Tool
Dotted Linestyle
Parametric shapes tool (stars, circles, rectangles, fan, arrows)
Graphics create/edit
Ginsu knife
Clip-art + decorative borders

Text Tools
Select all Text
Convert text on screen to strokes
Setup Default Text
In Place Text Justification
Assign Color To Text
Text Undo / Redo
Custom Word Spacing Control
Set Line Positions Based On X/Y Co-Ordinates
Control Word Spacing
Custom Character Width Controls
Under Line Spaces Option
Menu Board Option
Convert True Type / Adobe Type1 To Single Line Fonts
Easily Edit And Save Single Line Fonts
WYSIWYG text layout (horizontal/vertical)
Font detective
Insert symbol
Text to arc
1100+ fonts + TrueType™ + Corel™ font support
Spell checker
Fit text to path
Font creator
Auto kerning
Upper / lower case control
Text compression
Copy / apply text attributes
Multiple text selection
Embed fonts with saved native files
PostScript and URW font support
Interactive kerning

Rhinestone Tools
Free hand drawing with rhinestones
Additional rhinestone fills
Proper placement of Rhinestones collision avoidance & corner optimization
Use different sized stones and colors for line and fill placement
Rhinestone Simulation
Rhinestone Packs including Line, Spiral, Center Line Spiral, Random, Grid and Staggered Grid
Dynamically adjust spacing of Rhinestones
Replace any object or objects with a Rhinestone
Count Rhinestones and export info
Convert bitmaps to Rhinestones
Over 35 single line fonts.
Create Rhinestone text in seconds
Output single or multi color rhinestones easily
Supports vinyl cutters, rotary and laser engravers

Power Tools
Digitizing support
Improved Auto Tracing
Centerline Vectorization
AccuScan: B/W vectorization
Instant Replay
Registration marks
Dimensioning, measure and add labels
Clipping / masking
Fit object to path
Fuse weld
Color welds
Convert stroke to cut outlines
Color vectorization

Special Effects (vector images & text)
Create and edit strokes and vary stroke by scale factor
Automatic striping
Inline/outline
Shadows: perspective, cast, drop, block
Metamorphosis
Distortions / special effects
Chisel effect
Retain object fills after welding

COMPATIBLE WITH:

SignLab OOBling Pro Features

For further product and company information please visit www.cadlink.com
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